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Some aspects of the population dynamics of skipjack. yelloutin. :ind bigeye tuna are compsrcd. and an 
explanation IS .;ought for the large variations in catches of skipjack and the lack of evidence for decline in 
its populations follouing fishing Compared with yellowfin and bigeye. skipjack is an earlier maturing 
species with higher natural mortality and iiiore variable populations I t  follows that its populations have 
fewer age classes. arc niore variable from change\ in year cla\s \trength nnd availability. and have higher 
production/biomass ratios. Skipjack may he considered iiiorc 'r-selected' than the other tunas, i e .  the 
species has probably evolved for greater sticcess in tho more variable habitats o f  the tropical OCCIIII through 
increased potential for population growth. Skipjack therefore shciuld d s o  be expected to be Inore oppor- 
tunistic and migratory i n  comparison to the other tunas. The tropical tunas, hut especially skipjack. appear 
to have spectaliied in the energy-expensive foraging strategy of  sustained. fast-swimming search over 
large areas. and this i s  the likely link hctwc.cn their high mctnholic and natural mortality rates I t  is further 
suggested that the higher natural mortiility of slipjack is iiiorc den\ity clepcndent than i n  the other tunas. 
and that this reduces the effect\ of fishing. 

Ce document fait line coinparaison de ccrtains a\pects de l a  dynmiiqiie des populations du  li\tao. de 
I'nlhncore ct du thon o h h e ,  et chcrche j. donncr iinc explication wr  le5 variations impoltantc\ des prist\ de 
listao et IC manque de preuves du d i c l i n  de leurs popul:itioti\ par \Lute de la pS.che Le li\tao, conipari. avec 
I'alhacorc et le thoii obi-se. est une c\pi-cc 3 l a  iiiatiirltc' plus pr6cocc. i In mortalitC plus importante. et doni 
I t s  populations sont plus varices. En consCquence. sc\ population\ presentcnt tin nomhrc iiioindre de 
cI;isses d'ige,  sont plus variable.; en ce qui coneerne le \  ehangcnient~ de I'ahondnnce et de la disponihilitc' 
des 
"r-sClectionnC" que Ies autres thonidr'\: pir cueliiplc. I'cspi.ce a probnhlenieiit C;voluC pour iiiieiix 
s'adaptcr duns des hahitots plus van& de I'ocCan tropical en aupnentnnt IC potentiel de croissnncc de s a  
population. On emit donc que IC listao est plus opportuniste et niigmtoirc que le\ :iutre\ thonid&. Le\ 
thonidis tropiciiux. tiiais surtout le listao. \cmhlent s'etre \pc'ci:ilisc'\ tlans une technique de recherche de 
nourriturc cxigcant de pros efforts. car ils doivent coiit i i i i icl leti ici it sc dCpl;icer rapidciiicnt sur de grande\ 
Ctcnducs. et cc phc'iionii-ne est probablcnient le lien entre Icurs t:iux Clcvc'\ de niortaliti naturellc et 
niCt;tbolique. II est Cgaleiiient suggCrC. qiie l a  iiiortalitc' ri;iturcIIc Cle\c'c du Ii\tao dtpcnd plus de la d e n s i t i  
q i ie  ccllc d'autres thonidir. cc qui diniinue Ics ctfct\ de la peche. 

'isscs . . . . ~innuclles. et ont UII t i iux pr~)ductinn/bioiii~isse plu\  Cle\C On petit donc considkr le I ~ s t ~ i o  plus 

Sc coniparan algunos aspectos de In dindmica de pohi:iciones de rnbil. l i s ta t lo  y piitutlo. buschidose 
explicxitin a 1;is grandes variactones en liis copfuras de Ii\tado y la falta de evidencici de descenso de su\ 
poblaciones despuc's de la pcsca En c(1nipar;ictcin con el r;ihil y cI pntudo. el listado es una e\pccic de 
maduracihn tiias tcniprana, con una niortalid;id n;iturnl tii;i\ alta y mayor variacicin en Lis pohlacioncs Por 
ello. estas poblaciones cuentiiii con tiicnos clasts de ednd. l a  disponihlidad y fiicrrii de la clasc anual 
experimenta m a s  cmiibios y 13s tasas de pmduceihn/bioiii~is~i son n ias  d tas .  Se puede considcrar al listndo 
como una espccie inah "r-seleccionaJa" que el resto de las especies de tunidos. es decir. esta espc'ie h;i 
evolucionado para nicjor c'xito en 10s hahitiits i i ias variables del ociano tropical por medio de uti incrc- 
niento en el potcncinl de crecimiento de l a  poblacidn. Pur 10 tanto. \e podria esper;ir que el listado sea nias 
oportunista y migratorio. en coiiiparacidn con el redo de Ios tunitlos. L.os tunidos tropic;iles. en especial el 
listado. parecen haberse cspccializado en una estrategia para buwar dimento que exige prides e\fuerros. 
ya que nadan continuaniente por amplias zonas. sicndo est3 caracteri\tic;i el posihlc Iazo de unidn entre su 
rlipido mctabolisnio y sus tasa\ de mortalidad natural. Se sugicre tanibic'n. que l a  alta tasa de mortalidad 
natural del listado depende inas de la densidad que en el cas0 de titrah cspecies de tdnidos y cste hecho 
reduce 10s efccfos de lii pe\cn. 

1. lntroduction 

Skipjack tuna (Kerr.slcworirr.s prlcrrrii.~) populations 
are remarkable in that catches in the various fisheries 
have risen with little o r  no indication of declines in 
stock abundance. Presently total world skipjack 
catches surpass those of all other tunas, including the 
two other important tropical species. yellowfin 
(Tburirius crlbcicares) and bigeye tuna (Tlii triri i ts  

obesus), whose stocks have shown decline under 
exploitation. Typically. skipjack abundance, as 

indexed by catch per unit effort (CPUE). shows large 
fluctuations but no declining trend with increasing 
fishing effort. The apparent ability of skipjack to 
remain unaffected by exploitation prompts the ques- 
tion of whether the species possesses population char- 
acteristics different from those of the other tunas. The 
question is explored in this paper by review of the 
fisheries and examination and comparison of popula- 
tion dynamics parameters pertinent t o  these tropical 
tunas. Particular attention will be paid to natural nior- 
tality and how it might be related to.  and affected by, 
the species' foraging niethods. 
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2. Catch and Population Trends 

Skipjack catches are second only to those of yel- 
lowfin in all the world oceans, except the western 
Pacific and the Indian Ocean, where its catches rank 
first (Table 1). The largest catches have come from 
the western Pacific presently the primary contributor 
to total world catches, and where over 500,000 mt 
were taken in 1978 (Table 1). Though the magnitude 
of skipjack catches suggests large stocks, declines 
from exploitation are still to be expected. 

Area and 
spec,e\ 1977 1978 lY7Y 1980 l 9 8 I  

I Arlanuc 
E a t  ( t A O  ;irca\ 27. 31. 17. 471 

SLipyck 90946 9009Y 7x710 915Y5 x9014 
Yullou ti" 120877 I I1234 I I454U 100420 YXhXX 
B,ge!L! 30367 384x2 3IXXh 41244 30293 

wc.1 ( t A O  Jrca, 21. 31. 41) 
Sklpjach 6635 3701 4457 7840 7753 
Yellowfin 9866 7214 4715 Y555 10012 
Bigeye 5574 I881 5x20 6309 7692 

2 P.w!lic 
Ea.1 (FAO~rear  67. 77. 871 

Shipjack 96056 139909 121058 114374 125258 

Bigeye 92039 76149 X I 5 1 1  76291 5Y207 
Yellowfin I X ~ ~ I O  17030n 1 x 7 6 ~ 1  i h i i i o  167324 

We\t ( F A 0  area, 61. 71. X I )  
SLipjxk 412Y74 531011 47lXl34 393741 43416X 
Yellowfin 177327 I87182 ltlXlY4 211010 214736 
B,ge)e 51Y4R 41472 44XU 45209 37XY8 

3 I n d m  ( F A 0  area\ 5 I. 57) 
Shipjnck 30174 30432 3162X 45285 41567 
Ycllo\rtin 51748 45270 37566 34851 355x5 
Bigeye 13722 49074 32039 3196X 31x67 

4 Tola1 Occan, 
Shiplack 636945 795154 517645 77YX37 6Y7760 
Yellowlin 513528 521380 19576(l S?hlhh 526745 
nlgcyc 213650 210358 77YX37 ?(I1021 160957 

1 In MI. Irwu F A 0  ( I Y X I )  
: FACI Stati\ticc are naininal catche, and do no1 mclude \pon-hhing 
wlchcs Thew number\ arc penerrll) le,, than reported m the ICCAT 
Stalirttcal Bulletinc. uhich include ~ i e n t i * l * '  he\( c.\liiii.ite\ 

In  reviews of Pacific skipjack fisheries, Forsbergh 
(1980) and Kearny (1978) found no clear, dowmward 
trends in stock size among the various skipjack fibher- 
ies. In the long-established eastern Pacific fishery, 
CPUE statistics, continuous from 1960, indicated no 
trend in stock abundance (IATTC 1982). Though 
Pella and Psaropulos (1975) presented evidence for 
population decrease in the southern area of that 
the differences in variability among the species' catch 

fishery after adjusting for increases in fishing 
efficiency, the effect of exploitation on eastern Pacific 
skipjack remains uncertain. 

Eastern Atlantic skipjack also appear largely unaf- 
fected by fishing. Skipjack CPUE indexes from the 
1969-1981 surface tishery of France. Ivory Coast. 
Senegal, and Morocco (Fonteneau et Cayre 1983) 
showed no evident decline with increasing fishing 
effort in the expanding fleet of large purse seiners. 
There was also no suggestion of an upper limit to the 
catches, though Pianet (1980) had described a para- 
bolic relationship between catch and effort in this 
fishery. There was some evidence of reduced CPUE 
at higher effort levels in the pole and line and the 
medium purse seiner fleets, but in both those fleet\ 
there has been a recent trend of decreasing fishing 
effort. 

To compare the variability of skipjack populations 
to that of the other tunas, the logarithms of eastern 
Atlantic population indexes for large purse seiner- 
caught skipjack, yellowfin, and bigeye tuna (Fon- 
teneau et Cayre 1983) were plotted against year (Fig- 
ure I ) .  Since the sanie relative change in successive 
values shows up as the same change in  such plots, 
regardless of the absolute magnitude of the values, 
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rates can be compared. The population indexes of 
skipjack and bigeye are seen to be much more varia- 
ble than that of yellowfin. Not surprisingly, bigeye 
tuna catch rates were highly variable. because that 
species is a secondary target with average catch rate 
that was only 7% that of skipjack. Bigeye are prima- 
rily a subsurface (deep-swimming) species. 

The range in relative variability of CPUE, inde- 
pendent of magnitude, may be taken as 

In I (3s) 

where In = log,. In-I is the antilog, and s is the 
standard deviation of In's (CPUE). If CPUE is 
approximately log-norinally distributed, as is to be 
expected for population sizes, 3s would span about 
90% of the observations. and In-l 3s would be a mea- 
sure of the ratio of maximum to rninirnum CPUE. 
Values of x (geometric mean) and In-' (3s) are shown 
in Figure I for the three species of tuna. Skipjack 
CPUE varie'd 6.1 X the minumum, while yellowfin 
had a variability of 2.0 X the miniinurn. Bigeye tuna 
had a variability of 4 .3  X the minimum. 

While the yellowfin catch rates tended to decrease, 
the skipjack rates in the eastern Atlantic tended to 
increase after 1976. especially in the skipjack pole 
and line and medium purse seine fleets (Table 2 ) .  If 
the data indicate five sequential years after 1976 of 
above average skipjack population size. this would be 
unusual if the population levels were merely fluctuat- 
ing randomly about the mean. The probability of  a 
run of at least five sequential, above average years is 
only (I-p)p' = ( . 5 )  (.5)\ = .016. or  once in sixty- 
two years. This indicates that skipjack populations. 
while fluctuating widely, may also be sensitive to 
external, non-random forces. 

- Skipjacl Yrllowtin B1gcye 

1969 0 4 0  0 XJ o 3s I 52 3 78 7 so n I X  04 n 

1971 0 9 3  I n 2 5 1  1 2 0  2 39 3 2s o in 07 13 

1973 n 7 1  n ~ 2  I 14 I 20 2 18 5 6 1  0 2 0  25 19 

Year P'L' M S  LS P'L MS 1.S Pil. MS 1,s 

1970 0.60 I 31 I 9 8  I 06 2 35 4 72 fl 13 I 2  09 

1972 0 73 I 73 2 95 I 4 3  2 8 2  S . 1 0  0 I 1  .07 I 1  

1973 100 1 9 5  322 I 39 2 47 4 73 0 I 3  I I  .24 
1975 0 56 I 0 7  I 0 2  0 88 2 24 5 47 0.35 OY OX 
1 ~ 7 6  0 7 6  083 I 6s I 28 2 0 1  s 34 0 4 0  os 07 
1977 0 99 2 32 3 41 I 2 5  2.08 S 77 0 9 2  16 24 
1978 I 2 0  203 2 31 1.01 I 6 2  S.81 128  13 14 
1979 1 3 2  I X3 I bb 0 8 5  165 4.94 0 7 6  14 14 
1Y8O I 4 0  2 61 I 8 8  0.99 3 86 3 94 I 0 6  01 09 
19x1 I i s  3 0 9  2 0 0  I M 208 3 37 0.72 09 05 

I Tons per day at $ea generated hy the Heels o f  Francr. Ivory Coa,~. Sene- 
pal. and Morocco (Rmtenenu and Cayre 1983) 

' Primary target of thr pole and line Reel I S  skipjack. 

3. Vital Rates and Statistics 

In this section, the vital rates of skipjack, yel- 
lowfin. and bigeye tunas are compared. Much of the 
data presented here were first summarized by Yoshida 
(1979). Instantaneous rates, where given, are 
expressed on an annual basis. 

3.1 GROWTH 

Growth in length among fishes is commonly 
described by the von Bertalanffy growth equation I, 
= L ( s j  ( l-e-Ktt-tLi'), (see Ricker 1958: 196). Table 3 
summarizes recent values of the growth parameters K 
and L of skipjack, yellowfin, and bigeye tunas. These 
parameters are interrelated, but for the purpose of this 
paper the most important is K ,  which may be 
regarded as the rate of development of the growth 
pattern (Revelton and Holt 1957: 288). K estimates 
varied approximately from 0.3 to 1.0 for skipjack', 
from 0.3 to 0 .5  for yellowfin, and 0.2 to 0.4 for 
bigeye. Relative to the other tunas, skipjack would 
seem to develop about twice as fast. This is a tenta- 
tive conclusion. however, because various methods 
and different size ranges of fish were used in the 
derivation of the growth parameters. LeGuen and 
Sakagawa (1973) and Josse et al. (1979) strongly cau- 
tioned against uncritical acceptance and comparison 
of growth parameters, even when the equations using 
them are good predictors of observed growth. 

Maximum age has been estimated at 5 .  8 + , and 
9 + years respectively for skipjack, yellowfin, and 
bigeye by various authors (Table 4 and references), 
Murphy and Sakagawa (1977) estimated maximum 
ages of 5, 6, and 7 years for these same species. The 
table suggests that skipjack have a maximum lifespan 
perhaps only half that of the other tunas. The age at 
first reproduction is approximately 1-1 .5 years, as 
opposed to 1.5-3 and 2-3 years for yellowfin and 
bigeye respectively. Again, skipjack may become 
mature earlier than the other tunas by a factor of one- 
half. Since the rate of population increase depends 
strongly upon how early reproductive maturity is 
achieved (Cole 1954; Lewontin 1965), there is an 
increasing trend, from bigeye to skipjack, in the 
potential for population growth. 

I From Pacific growth rates. In the E. Atlantic Bard and Antome. Ithis 
volume1 studied the growth of tagged fish, finding. for Llx) *el at 80 cm. 
K = 332 tn equatorial waters and K = ,601 in north tropical waters. 
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0 X6 
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Rtgeyr 0 1x105: 
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0 33 
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0 440 
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O M )  

0 36 
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0 36 

0 2x 
0 28 

0 382R 

0 42 

0 556X 
I1 5418 

0 4308 

o 2nx 
I1 212 

0 38 
0 16 

0 27 

0718 0 32 
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XX I 

X ?  3 
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79 I 
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XO 
XI) 

197 5. IYO 
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I X X  4 

1911 2 
IY2 

I Y I  Y 

I69 
203 3 

. I67 

195 2 

2 2 2  8 
223 0 

IYl 7 

lY4 x 

16.5 x 
166 5 

1x2 3 

21s 
217 I 

E Atl.!ntlc. length frequunuy 

I; Atlantic wrlaoe Ii\herie\. length lrequcncy 

E Atldniic (Pwntc Nwe) ,  length irequency 

F. Atlmtic (Daharl. length ircqucncy 

Pacific.  ale annuli 

1x6 Y5 Kunrc and J o q h  (19661 E Pdchc, length ireqocniy 
195 2 Shomura (19661 P'IC,llC. \ C " k  annull 

Central Pacific. longline. male\. length frequcnuy 196 7 Shomum and K e d a  11963) 

1x3 0 Shomurd and Kcdla (19631 Central Pacilic. longlmc. malt,. length frequency 
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Table 4 Lbfe span and reproductive age e ~ l l i l i d t c ~  lor \ h l p j x ~ .  ) e l -  
loufin and hipeye tuna\ 

Suhwrlace Mar Age .II linl 
Species Surlllcc l langllnr) llge rqlmductlo" 

Skipjack 1-3 -. 4-51 1 - 1  5 )ear\-  

Yelloa tin 1-5' 2-6 + a  8 + I 5-3 )'a'\* 

nlgeYe 1-4- 2-7+* Y + *  2-3 )err\"' 

I Approximate age o f  850 nini li\h (see Shuniura ( I  4061) 
: 400-450 mm li\h. growth c u r ~ e s  01 Ilrhiyamd and Struhrdker i 19XIl. 
J a q h  and Calkin\ (1969) 
Honma and Suruki (1978). Cole I 19XOl. Ha)a\ i  and Honnia i 1971 I 

aShmguetal (lY74). Hayauand Hmm.i(l9711. Hunnrrctal  (1971) 
' Hayav and Honma ( I97 I ! 
hK~h~we(1Y62) .0 range l l '~611.  Ueydnapi(IY66l. YucnandJune!l957l 

Kume and Joseph (1966) 
Sakainoto (19671. Kunie (19671 
Sakamoto (I 967) 
Calkms(IY80l. Kumc~ndJo\cph(I466). Kikaa.i(lY62). Kumcl1967l 

3.3 NAIUKAL MOKT4LITY 

Natural mortality rate perhaps gives the most 
insight into the population dynamics of species. It is 
also the most difficult parameter to estimate. Most 
measures of the instantaneous natural mortality rate, 
M,  for tunas have been obtained from studies of yel- 
lowfin (Table 5 ) .  Indeed the value of 0 .8  for yellowfin 
by Hennemuth (1961) is something of a standard in 
tuna population dynamics, even though his sample 

was from the pole and line fleet, where larger (older) 
individuals were probably under-represented. Studies 
of primarily long-line caught yellowfin, where emi- 
gration was considered, have suggested lower rates 
(Honma et al. 1971, Ishii 1969, Hayasi and Honma 
1971). A population model by Francis (1977) of  the 
eastern Pacific surface yellowfin fishery had better 
correspondence to observed dynamics when M was 
set at 0 .6 .  There are only a few estimates of M f o r  
bigeye tuna. They range from 0.35 to 0.68, and are 
similar to those of yellowfin (Table 5).  

There are also few estimates of hkipjack natural mor- 
tality. and a value of 0.8, as in  yellowfin, is often 
assumed. Murphy and Sakagawa ( 1977) considered 
skipjack M to be between 0.69 and 0.93, on the basis 
of the relationship between M and the growth con- 
stant K (Table 5 ) .  The difliculty with this and similar 
correlations is that the variables may already be corre- 
lated through the estimates of age. This is because, as 
Beverton and Holt (1959) noted. age span in fishes 
appears adjusted to the time needed to complete the 
growth pattern. 

Although natural mortality must be inversely 
related to age span, there is no simple way of deriving 
M from estimates of maximum age (t,,,J. In the pres- 
ence of mortality there is not a simple relationship 
between maximum age and mean age; it is the latter 
that is actually inversely related to M. Mean age is 
not a firm statistic, especially for skipjack. I f  natural 

Yellowfin 0 64- 80- 92 tiennemuth(lY6l) 

0 55-1 05 Schaeler(1967l 

12 Hnnmaelal !1Y71) 

0 44 I5hii (lY6Y) 

0 3-0 8 

0 15-0 44 

0 60 Franc15 (1977) 

P&~ l i c .  all ogc areragc, ernigrdtion aicountcd lor 

Summdry oi  \wc.rdl Japanex  \ludic\ 

Indian Ocean 

thorn niodcl \~niulating E Pacific wrfaacc R\hery 

Hayasi and Honma(lY7I) 

Kawakanu and Kitahara O n  Suda 1971) 

Bigeye 0 35-0 56 I\h11(1968) Pdti l i i .  ~ i m u l a t ~ ~ m  modcl of li\hery 

0 36 Suda ancJ Kume I 19671 P ~ i k .  q c  h 3ntl langline caught li\h 

Rcldtion4iip hctwccn M and K (01 yon Rcmldnffy equaliun) 0 44-0 68 Murphy and Sdlagawa ! 1977) - -. 
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mortality of the exponential type were acting alone 
upon an adult population, where youngest age was t,, 
we could obtain M as: 

M = l/(i-ta) 

where t = average age. 'The average age should fall 
between t, and (t,,,,,-t,)/2 (the latter e.g.  in the 
unlikely case that mortality was zero in  the interval). 
If t, were set at I year and t,,,,, at 5 ,  8,  and 9 years (see 
above) for skipjack. yellowfin, and bigeye respec- 
tively. the range for iwould be 1-2, 1-3.5, 1-4.0 
years respectively. Even within thih restricted range, 
the possible values of t lead to sets of calculated M 
too imprecise to be useful. 

. 

The idea that M is constant throughout the adult 
life of fish is largely an assumption, but consistent 
with the observation that animals without notable 
learning, and subject mainly to random accidents or 
predation, tend to die at a constant rate. Bird survi- 
vorship curves are the classic examples of this pat- 
tern. However, in a review of survivorship among 
various vertebrates, invertebrates. and plants, 
Hutchinson (1979) found a variety of mortality pat- 
terns, depending less upon classification than upon 
the relative vulnerabilities of juvenile, adult, and sen- 
ile stages, and the abruptness of the transition 
between the stages. In this regard one should note that 
fish, unlike birds. grow to many time5 over their ini-  
tial adult weight, skipjack over four times and yel- 
lowfin and bigeye over ten times between ages l and 
2 years. Finally, an age constant M might not be 
expected if natural mortality in tropical tunas is due to 
the cost of obtaining sufficient food rather than 
directly to predation. 

3.4 M AND METABOLIC RATE 

The apparent high natural mortality rate of tropical 
tunas may be puzzling, considering the relatively 
large size and great locomotory power of these fish. 
An M of 0.8 that is often assigned to yellowfin is in 
the upper range of natural mortality among commer- 
cial species that grow > 50 cm (e.g. Beverton and 
Holt 1959). It seems likely, though, that the high 
natural mortality of tunas is associated with their high 
metabolic rates. 

The metabolic, digestive, and respiratory rates of 
tropical tunas may be the highest among all teleosts 
(Magnuson 1978, Stevens 1972, Gooding et al. 
1981). Kitchell et al. (1978) explained how physio- 
logical limits to the ability to process food, together 
with high metabolism, could result in increasingly 
reduced energy for growth in larger skipjack. One 
would therefore expect increasing natural mortality 
rate among older fish. Comparing survivorship, one 

notes that unlike skipjack, yellowfin and bigeye sur- 
vive to form fishable populations of older fish at 
deeper and cooler depths. Their retention of the gas 
bladder into adulthood. adaptive if feeding excursions 
from depths t o  the surface are no longer frequent, and 
their lower natural mortality indicate an adaptive 
departure from the skipjack condition (Sharp 1978). 

The general relationship that smaller, shorter-lived 
(higher M) species have higher metabolic and popula- 
tion increase rates. while larger species show the 
opposite tendency (Bonner 1965; Fenchel 1974) is 
consistent with the correlation of M and higher 
metabolism. Bourliere (1957) reviewed experiments 
performed on both Vertebrates and invertebrates and 
concluded there was a negative relationship among 
and within species between metabolic rate and life- 
span. Evidence that reproductive activity decreases 
adult survival and growth while increasing energy 
expenditure in  fish and other animals was summarized 
by Stearns (1976). Priede (1977) described a model 
relating increased natural mortality to increased time 
spent in high energy activity. The link between meta- 
bolic rate and M is Lurther supported by the 
significant correlation between M and water tempera- 
ture in fishes (Pauley 1980). His compilation of evi- 
dence showed that for fish growing > 50 cm, 
M > 0.8 is often reported among tropical species. 

I t  seems that a high metabolic rate developed in the 
tropical tunas to meet the requirements of an en..gy- 
expensive foraging strategy. The external morphol- 
ogy and behavior of these tunas suggests that this 
Strategy is sustained, fast-swimminz 5earch for 
sparsely distributed food over large areas. The devel- 
opment of this ability doubtlessly played an important 
role in making i t  possible for these tunas to expand 
into the relatively unproductive, offshore tropical 
ocean. The selective pressure involved can be appre- 
ciated by considering the probability P(x) of 
cncountering food items or patches by random search- 
ing in a horizontal plane. In search theory (Koopman 
1956), the distance x required to achieve a certain 
cumulative probability P(x) of encountering a ran- 
domly distributed target is 

x -In [ I-P(x)] 
k 

where k is the instantaneous probability of detection 
in a small distance interval dx. Since the numerator is 
a constant for a given P(x), any reduction in k, e.g. 
due to lowered average density of food, requires a 
disproportionate increase in search distance x (and 
energy expenditure) according to a hyperbolic rela- 
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tionship, the effect being stronger for larger P(x) (Fig- 
ure 2).  The short-lived skipjack are apparently faster 
and more far-ranging than the other tropical tunas 
(Kearney 1978), indicates a strong specialization in 
thi\ direction. Their abundance, even in the relatively 
unproductive, deep-mixed layers of the central and 
western tropical oceans (Forsbergh 1980; Kearney 
I978), indicates the species' success. However, the 
cost of this specialization seems to be natural mortal- 
ity more \evere than in the other tropical tunas. 

Pl"):0.80 

The leading role of tunas in  tropical ocean fisheries 
is due t o  their high productivity and large habitat, 
roughly the entire tropical and subtropical ocean. 
These fish are productive not in spite of their high 
natural mortality, but as a correlate to i t .  Allen (1971) 
showed that for exponential mortality and von Ber- 
talanffy growth (as well as several other growth mod- 
els), the productionibiomass ratio over a cohort's life 
is equal to its (constant) mortality rate. Over shorter 
periods, during which growth may be considered 
exponential, this ratio is equal to the instantaneous 
growth rate. From Table 5 estimates of M for 
skipjack, yellowfin, yellowfin and bigeye might be 
e .g .  1.0, 0.7, and 0.5 respectively, so that the pro- 
ductionibiomass ratio of skipjack could be 43% and 
67% larger, respectively, than that of yellowfin and 
bigeye tuna. 

It  is useful, too, to look at the instantaneous growth 
rate, g = l o g ( ~ , + ~ / w , ) ,  relative to M ,  to determine 
the critical age or size of individuals in a cohort, i.e. 
when g = M and the cohort's biomass is largest. 
Figure 3 shows that the weight specific or instantane- 

ous growth rate is less at a given age for the smaller 
skipjack in comparison to yellowfin and bigeye, and 
that the critical age is 1-1.5 years for skipjack, about 
2 years for yellowfin, and 2.5-3 years for bigeye. 
The yield per recruit (Y/R) consideration of fishery 
population dynamics seeks to determine the harvest at 
the critical age, but under a practical exploitation 
schedule over several ages. With few significant age 
classes in skipjack populations, and the low critical 
age, i t  is clear that increases in Y/R of this fish would 
accrue mostly from increasing fishing mortality, not 
from increasing age at entry to the fishery. 

1.0- 
M 

0.5. 

I 

0 1 2 3 4 

AGE IN YEARS 

Figure 3 Instantamou* growth rate, g. v \  ape a\ calculated for 
*kipJack. yellowfin. and bigeye Critical age 19 mdicatcd by 
amws. defining condition where g = n3111ra1 mortality. M 
Growth equations dre by Jweph and Calkinr (1969) and Hen- 
n t m u t h  (1959b) for skipjack. Charwin (1959) and Le Guen 
dnd Sakagdua (1973) for  yellowfin. and Kuine and Joseph 
(1966) and Morira ( I  973) f a r  bigeye. 

4. Discussion 

This review of skipjack population characteristics 
indicates that the species may develop ahout twice as 
fast and mature twice as early as yellowfin and 
bigeye. Its natural mortality may be near 1.0 yr-1, 
which would make its productionibiomass ratio per- 
haps 43% greater than that of yellowfin. In these 
respects skipjack are "r-selected" relative to yel- 
lowfin and bigeye. This term does not strictly refer to 
the parameter r but rather to a type of survival strat- 
egy (see Southwood et al. 1974). As such, skipjack 
should be more opportunistic, productive, and migra- 
tory, and more affected by environmental changes. 
The species seems qualitatively different in this con- 
text. 

Skipjack are notable in being composed of only 
two or three significant age classes that support sur- 
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face fisheries only. This simple population structure 
can exacerbate effect:; of fluctuations in year-class 
strength. If R is the average annual recruitment, the 
average fraction of a stock at equilibrium comprised 
of first year fish is [R( l-e-L’)/M]/[R/M] = I-e-M 
(Ricker 1958: 28). If M = 1 .O, on average 63% of 
the stock will he of the incoming year cla 
fore, abundance indexes will be strongly a 
year class fluctuations and, until recruitment is 
affected, it may be difficult to see the effects of 
fishing. The extensive movements of the species must 
also contribute to fluctuations in availability to the 
fishery, and this too will make analysis of population 
structure difficult. The range of fish size available to 
the fishery at any particular time seems especially 
variable in skipjack, giving length-frequency modes 
that are erratic and short-lived. This is the basic rea- 
son why it is difficult to measure mortality rates in 
this species. 

An interesting hypothesis from modern population 
theory is that species with intrinsic rates of increase 
greater than 2.0 year-’ can be induced to exhibit 
stable, or even “chaotic,” fluctuations of population 
size, basically because of strong overcompensation of 
population response to changes in density (May et al. 
1974; May 1976). While the intrinsic rate of increase. 
r, for skipjack cannot be estimated with confidence 
because of poor understanding of net reproductive 
rate and mean generation length, one can note that r is 
probably much less than 2.0. Even if i t  were twice 
that of the Pacific sardine, whose r was estimated as 
0.34 by Murphy (1967), the intrinsic rate of increase 
of skipjack, and probably most commercial fish, 
would be far below 2.0. This is the reason why even 
productive fish species can be fished down to levels 
where recovery is impaired. In contrast, many other 
animals, e .g .  small rodents with mean generation 
lengths less than one year, have r’s greater than 2.0 
(Caughley 1977: 112), and their recovery from 
“overfishing” is virtually assured, and a recurring 
problem. One must conclude, therefore, that popula- 
tion fluctuations of skipjack are primarily direct 
responses to external perturbations affecting survival, 
rather than to sustained oscillations. 

An erratic population size and yield will induce a 
fishery to focus on short-term exploitative goals that 
are also consistent with recommendations that would 
come from standard population analyses. Provided 
that fishing does not impair reproductive potential, 
skipjack fishing should be as intense as practical. 

Most features of skipjack populations appear to be 
consistent with what might be predicted from the 
comparison of  population dynamics parameters 
among the three important tropical tunas. However, 
the comparison did not lead to an explanation of why 

skipjack appear so unaffected by exploitation. The 
question remains of how a population, such as that of 
the eastern Atlantic skipjack, can continue to support 
catches of over 100,000 mt per year and not show 
clear evidence of decline. There are at least two pos- 
sibilities: 

I )  There is a decline, but i t  is not detectable in the 
overall CPUE statistics because of large variability in 
the resource or its agailability or because of changes 
in fishing efficiency. Skipjack populations may be so 
variable tbat underlying population trends cannot yet 
be detected, or so productive and widespread, relative 
to the tisheries, that the latter have local effects only, 
i.e. the fisheries have not yet subjected entire stocks 
to significant exploitation. This argument may be 
applicable to eastern and western Pacific skipjack 
resources, but is less credible in the Atlantic. where 
the major fishery is in the Gulf of Guinea and the 
stock presumably smaller, hut still without clear evi- 
dence of decline. With respect to increased fishing 
efficiency, the catchability (q) of schools from 
reduced populations could have increased so as to 
mask the evidence for decline. However, this seems 
unlikely to be an important factor in skipjack, consid- 
ering the species’ extensive habitat and high mobility. 

2) The high natural mortality of skipjack may actu- 
ally decrease under exploitation. First, skipjack must 
compete to some extent with yellowfin and bigeye 
tunas so that reductions in the latter tunas may be 
beneficial. If skipjack are the more opportunihtic, i.e. 
“r-selected,” of these tunas, it would be the species 
most likely to respond positively when simultaneous 
reductions in population size of these fishes occur. 
Second, and I think more likely, skipjack natural 
mortality may actually decrease under exploitation 
from intraspecific, density dependent effects that are a 
function of the foraging behavior. The probability of 
not encountering adequate food may increase in large 
schools that may be more common in lightly 
exploited stocks. Fish so disadvantaged may weaken 
rapidly, swim less strongly, and suffer further reduc- 
tion in their food encounter rate. Similar difficulties 
are faced by certain stream dwelling fishes that must 
swim into the current, holding position there in order 
to ensure adequate food. Juvenile salmonids, for 
example, obtain their drifting food by maintaining 
position in preferred locations, either directly in the 
current or in the eddies, depending upon stream 
velocity (Symons 1976). Those fish unable to station 
themselves in positions of adequate food-flow 
become weaker, fall behind to less advantageous 
sites, and suffer a higher mortality that is density 
dependent (Au 1972). 

The important feature of density dependent natural 
mortality is that fishing mortality can compete with it, 
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rather than simply add to it. As a result, total mortal- 
ity (natural + fishing) could change little as fishing 
effort is increased. For example, the total mortality 
rates (Z) of exploited eastern Pacific skipjack have 
apparently not increased with increasing fishing effort 
(Table I O  in IATTC 1982). Kearney (1978) proposed 
that skipjack were subject to large fluctuations in nat- 
ural mortality to explain the large annual fluctuations 
in catches from the western Pacific. I suggest that 
changes in natural mortality may be density depend- 
ent and that this feature is more strongly developed 
both in developmental stages and in species that have 
high natural mortality 

Density dependent, high mortality is a feature of 
the larval and juvenile stages of many fish. It proba- 
bly is the mechanism whereby many marine fishes 
exhibit no trend in average numbers of recruits over 
wide ranges of population size (Harris 1975; Beverton 
and Holt 1957: 51). The above hypothesis on adult 
skipjack natural mortality is not supported by data, 
but if correct. then skipjack may be considered a tuna 

that, with respect to natural mortality, has largely 
remained at the juvenile stage. 

This paper has emphasized the importance of natu- 
ral mortality as an indicator of a number of aspects of 
population biology. Unfortunately we know little 
about this mortality and estimates of its value are 
imprecise. Studies focused on individual fish could 
contribute much to understanding how natural mortal- 
ity is affected by age and population density. Learn- 
ing about the condition or fatness of tunas of different 
sizes, from different areas, from schools of different 
sizes, and from different locations within a school, 
would help test and develop hypotheses about mortal- 
i ty.  
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